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Wy.herley weaves a compelling spell
in the town gives him new
hope, even if he is all but unrecognisable to her now. But
does he have the courage to
revisit the past, and can his
fevered dreams ever match
up to reality?
After Sarah Miles bears a
strong resemblance to the
early monologue plays of
Conor McPherson, not least
because so many of Bobeen's
thoughts and actions are
fuelled by alcohol. It also
treads familiar ground in depicting the emotional illiteracy of a typical Irish male.
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After Sarah Miles
Written and directed by Michael
Hilliard Mulcahy

Rating

****

Reviercd by Andrew Lyneh

ne-person
shows are always a risky

proposition.
Ifthe actor
fails to hook
their audience within the
first five minutes, everybody
knows they are in for a painfully long evening. When the
character and plotline grip
tightly, however, it can be one
of the mmt intensely rewarding experiences that
theatre has to offer.
After Sarah Miles belongs
firmly in the second cate-
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gory. Michael Hilliard Mulcahy's portrayal of a lond
Dingle fisherman may not be
particular$ original, but it is
a subtle and poignant piece
of storytelling bolstered by a

towering performance from
DonWycherley.
At times, it feels like being
in the presence of a master
seanchai, who holds his listeners spellbound and reduced at least a couple of the
opening-night spectators to

What elevates it are Hilliard Mulcahy's strong sense
of place, the earthy Kerry
vern acul ar, andWycherley's
uncanny ability to evoke a
life of quiet desperation with
every twitch of his anguished
features

First performed in Dingle
itself, the play has transferred
to the suitably intimate space

Don Wycherley in After Sarah Miles
tears. Bobeen is a middleaged man who sums up his
gloomy worldview by admit-

ting, "I'm killing time and
time is killing me." Once a
young buck with a strong attraction for women, drink

of Dublin s Viking Theatre
which is essentially a room
over a pub on the Clontarf

days as a teenage extra on the

film

R5prn s Daughter,

when
Robert Mitchum bought him
his first drink and Sarah

and. othe

r p aruphernalia

Miles awakened his first sex-

conjuring up the seaman's

ual feelings.

solitary existence.

ruined his life and he

Bobeen is also haunted by
the memo.ry of his youthful

now enjoys a stronger relationship with the local dolphin Rrngi than his wife and
children.
He still ha*s back to his

encounter with a free-thinking hippie Engli shwomarl
which gaye him a glimpse of
t&e world beyond his limited
horizons. Her reappearance

has

seafront.
The staging is simplic$
itself, with fishing nets, cages

Sam Jackson's mournful

musical score enhances the
atmosphere at key moments,
but this isWycherley's show
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and he is never less than

mesmerising throughout its
80 minutes.
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The current exhibition at the Irish
Museum of Modern Art (Imma)
explores the ongoing relationship
between cingma and other visual arts.
Cloud lllusions I Recall, its titte taken
from the Joni Mitchell classic Both
Sides, Now and alluding to the
ephemeral nature of memory, features rare works and exclusive Imma
commissions to illustrate the influence of film on a diverse range of
artistic forms.
What began as a conversation
between artists Dominique GonzalezFoerster and Cerith Wyn Evans has
blossomed into a visual investigation
into the enduring influence of Hollywood and arthouse cinema not only
on pnintings and installation x.ork,
but on ou.r eultural understanding
rnd e collectiye serwe of self.
Tte cxtftftfoin feetures works bv
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Myasnoe by Andrei Tarkovsky, Untitled (Cat on a Hot lin roof)
lambda print Polaroid photograph peter tloiB, oil on paper
James Coleman, Peter Doig, Cindy
Sherman and Andrei Tarkovslr.v feature, alongside f ictorian photcgraphy and filrn sereenings of Powell and
Pressburger's 1948 fiIm The Red
Shoes.

examines cinemn in relrtion O

everydey culture - inctuditrg rirrl
trends end the remrgerce of tLe fiIn
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